My Small Wonders Tote System
Welcome to the My Small Wonders family!

This tote is yours to keep and is the only bag we allow in the classrooms. The tote will go home every day and will
need to be brought back every morning. You will need to keep all supplies needed for the day in your tote. Please
make sure to check your tote each night as the teachers will send home any soiled clothing, important notes,
reminders or artwork in your tote.
Items to keep in your tote:
• At least 2 full changes of clothing
• Baby food (if used) Exception being infant cereal, it can remain in the classroom.
• Insulated bag to transport bottles (recommended)
• Labeled pre-made bottles for the day
• Snack items such as puffs, yogurt melts, etc.
• Any additional supplies requested by teachers
If your child is on formula or breast milk you will need to pack enough labeled, premade bottles for the day and
send them in your child’s tote. You are welcome to label the bottles with whatever you would like; they just must
have your child’s first and last name on them. There are many websites that offer great waterproof labels if you
would like to order some. One website is www.inchbug.com. Each infant classroom is equipped with a refrigerator
and pre-mixed formula is good for 24 hours when it is kept refrigerated. Once your child is finished with their
bottle we will rinse it out and place it back in your tote. My Small Wonders does not store or wash bottles at the
center. Any unused formula from the day will be sent home in your tote which you can then use that evening, so as
to not waste any formula. We encourage you to consider getting a small insulated bag to keep the bottles in during
transport. Please make sure to send enough bottles for the day. We ask that you keep a single serve formula pack
(preferred) or an additional serving of formula in a formula dispenser, just in case the teachers need to make an
unexpected extra bottle.
The following are examples of a formula dispenser and the single serve packs that you are encouraged to keep in
your tote, just in case the teachers need to make an additional bottle.
Formula Dispenser

Single Serve Formula Packs

We consider it a great honor to partner with your family in the care and development of your child. Should you
have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to ask a member of management.

